India Q3 GDP: Emerging from the shadow of the virus


GDP growth re-entered positive territory in October-December 2020,
as most segments improved sharply sequentially. Positive value
addition from industry, complemented by robust agriculture growth
aided GVA



Continued targeted Government support, easy policy environment,
faster dissemination of vaccine, and the recovery in urban sentiment
will all aid growth over the coming quarters, in addition to base effect



We peg our FY2022 GDP forecast at 10.5% YoY. The incipient rise in
infections seen recently have been managed well, but will need to be
monitored closely, as will fuel prices, as both are risks to growth

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) slightly undershot our expectations,
printing at +0.4% YoY in Q3 FY2021 (October-December 2020), (ICICI
Bank expectation: +0.5 to +0.7% YoY). A major sequential improvement came
about in Q3 as compared to Q2 in consumption and Government spending, while
investment growth was positive after a gap of three quarters. These trends were all in
line with the available monthly data and anecdotal evidence.
Gross Value Added (GVA) came in at +1.0% YoY for Q3 FY2021. A strong
showing from agriculture was complemented by the first industrial value addition for
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this fiscal, just as we had mentioned in our GDP preview report (India GDP: Fledgling
recovery on the cards). Also echoing our expectation, the services sector showed a
marginal contraction, though significant sequential improvement was seen across all
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sub-sectors, given festive demand, Government spending and traction in real estate.
The Second Advance Estimates of GDP for FY2021 were also released, and the
Government has revised its estimate for GDP contraction in FY2021 to -8.0% YoY
from the erstwhile -7.7% YoY. While Government spending growth was revised to a
lower positive, to reflect actual trends over the year, nearly all other heads of GDP
were revised higher, though still remaining in contraction. Additionally, GDP prints for
Q1 (to -24.4% from -23.9%) and Q2 (to -7.3% from -7.5%) were also revised.
Key highlights:
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 At 3.9% YoY in Q3, agriculture showed its best performance in this fiscal yet, and
GVA growth ex-agriculture would have been a much more muted 0.3%. Rabi
sowing was a healthy 2.9% higher on an annual basis in terms of acreage, raising
the possibility of a bumper harvest. The area under key rabi crops were higher on
year as munificent monsoon rainfall replenished reservoirs and added to soil
moisture. Sowing of wheat, rabi paddy, pulses and rabi oilseeds (especially
mustard and rapeseed) ended higher on year, with sowing of several crops
reaching all-time highs.
 Industry regained its sheen, with a +2.7% YoY value addition over Q3, as
construction and manufacturing continued to show notable traction. The
sequential pickup was also indicated by the movement seen in high frequency
data reflecting in our proprietary UFI index, which averaged close to pre-COVID
levels in Q3 FY2021, and a healthy earnings performance of India Inc. on the back
of a rise in demand, as well as continued cost saving.
 Construction sector made a stellar recovery in Q3, outperforming all other industrial
sub-sectors. Core index for steel registered a mildly higher average growth over Q3
as compared to Q2, while the contraction in the index for cement narrowed
substantially over the same period. A fall in the price of coking coal in the last few
months after China banned imports from Australia has helped Indian steel makers
show better profitability due to lower production costs. While cement demand in
the north and eastern parts of the country is above pre-COVID levels, demand in
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the south is still low, while demand in the western parts of the country is improving, according to news reports. The
performance of the IIP infrastructure and construction goods head was healthier over Q3 than over Q2. The impetus to
value addition from the construction segment should continue to improve in the quarters ahead, given the
infrastructure push planned in the Budget.
 Mining clocked an expected contraction over Q3. The mining index in IIP had clocked a contraction in each of the three
months of Q3 FY2021, as growth in coal output moderated very sharply, and natural gas still remained in significant
contraction. Crude oil output improved in annual terms, but was still modest. The electricity head showed continued
improvement over Q3 as compared to Q2. Electricity production was healthy over Q3, and plant load factor for thermal
electricity averaged 55.16 over October-December as compared to 52.56 over July-September, given robust activity
levels amid the festive season.
 Services sector remained the only major sector which displayed a minor contraction in Q3 FY2021, as this sector has
taken the most pain from the COVID onslaught. Nonetheless, there was across-the-board improvement seen in all
segments of services.
 The financial, real estate and professional services segment saw the first positive growth after two quarters of deep
contraction. While this sector is difficult to gauge in terms of indicators, increased traction in real estate would have
played a major role. Real estate has been a sector which has developed traction post Q1. Anecdotally, there was a
surge in apartment sales over Q3 FY2021, after a modest improvement over Q2, which has led to hopes of a recovery
in the real estate sector taking off sooner than expected. First-time home buyers and resale flat buyers are now lured
by a buyer-centric market, which is also attracting renewed interest of NRIs.
 The trade, hotels, transport and communication segment improved sharply amid festive sentiment inciting activity on
this head. The month of December saw domestic passenger traffic by airlines going back to the levels seen in March
2020, as some impetus to travel returned after prolonged confinements. A lowering in the rates of infection, as well as
less stringent state quarantine rules inspired travels, aiding a stressed aviation sector, which notched up passenger
load factors in the range of 65-80%. Railway freight traffic clocked an average growth of ~11% YoY over Q3, with
robust growth in freight traffic for cement and iron & steel, as growing industrial traction favoured demand for these.
Cargo traffic also finally improved over November-December. Segments in services which saw credit growth pick up
sequentially in Q3 included transport operators and wholesale and retail trade, reflective of festive season impetus in
demand. The tourism, hotels and restaurants sector saw a significant rise in credit allocation over November, as
restaurant dining resumed in many states, and travel and hotel occupancy increased amid the festive season.
However, the sustenance in demand for services needs to be monitored, especially in light of the incipient pickup in
infections.
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On the expenditure side, private consumption continued to improve sharply sequentially, while still remaining
contractionary. Automobile sales recovered significantly over Q3. According to data from Ministry of Road Transport
& Highways, growth in registrations for motor vehicles rose to 12% YoY in November, and further to 33% YoY in
December from 5% YoY in October. Registrations for two wheelers also clocked a positive double-digit growth in
December after a negative run since April. Steep festive discounts as well as anticipation of a rise in prices due to
higher input costs from January 2021 stimulated pre-buying over that quarter. Performance of consumer durables
had started recovering since September, and despite a contraction registered in the IIP print for the same in
November, on-ground demand for white goods, automobiles, etc. has been very strong over Q3, both due to festive
impetus, low borrowing costs, as well as in anticipation of price increases in future months due to input costs rising.
Production of non-durables has remained strong, especially surging in December, notwithstanding volatility in the
growth rate.



Contraction in Government spending also eased tremendously in Q3, as the Government’s spending momentum
revived materially over October-December 2020 as compared to the previous quarter. Excluding interest payments,
revenue expenditure rose by 23% YoY in Q3 as compared to a contraction of 14% YoY in Q2 FY2021. Similarly,
capital expenditure (excluding loans disbursed) rose by 24% YoY in Q3 as compared to a 36% contraction in Q2.



Gross fixed capital formation, or the impulse to invest, turned positive in Q3, displaying a welcome sharp revival, not
just for immediate GDP improvement, but for generating employment and long-term growth. The focus of the
Government in this segment has been considerable, and a sustainable return in demand may stimulate private sector
plans in the coming quarters as well, some of which is already visible in certain sectors.



Net exports was a marginal positive contributor (0.1 percentage points) to GDP in October-December 2020, as
compared to the previous two quarters, just as we had expected. The contraction in exports exactly matched the
contraction in imports over Q3. Renewed outbreak of infections across major trading partners caused some
slowdown in exports over October-November, but momentum returned in December. Imports rose sequentially over
Q3, as industrial traction continued to improve. Non-oil non-gold imports totaled USD 78 bn over Q3 as compared to
USD 63 bn over Q2. Service exports saw a more tepid contraction (-6% YoY) as compared to service imports (-11%
YoY) over Q3.
GDP growth
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PFCE: Private final consumption expenditure, GFCE: Government final consumption expenditure, GFCF: Gross fixed capital formation
Source: CSO, ICICI Bank Research

The print confirms our view that the worst of the pandemic fallout was felt in the first two quarters of FY2021, and the
second half of the fiscal will witness an improved growth prospect. For the ongoing quarter, while some flat-lining has
been seen in a few lead indicators, the overall performance is still promising, and all sectors are expected to do well.
Risks remain in the form of high commodity (especially fuel) prices eating into the consumption budget, as well as the
incipient second wave of infections, which has so far been handled well, but bears watching.
Going into FY2022, we expect GDP growth to recover to ~10.5% YoY in FY2022. While a low base will
aid the next fiscal’s print, on-ground recovery is also visible in different sectors at varied speeds. The
growth stimuli available from the Union Budget and the additional long term impact measures including
the PLI will provide a sturdy growth path over the recovery horizon.
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Disclaimer
This document is issued solely by ICICI Bank Limited (‘’ICICI Bank’) Any information in this email should not be construed
as an offer, invitation, solicitation, solution or advice of any kind to buy or sell any securities, financial products or services
offered by ICICI Bank) or any other entity, unless specifically stated so. The contents of this document do not take into account
your personal circumstances. Before entering into any transaction, you should take steps to ensure that you understand the
transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in light of your own objectives
and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction and should seek your own financial,
business, legal, tax and other advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities. ICICI Bank (including its
branches, affiliates of ICICI Bank) do not provide any financial advice, and is not your fiduciary or agent, in relation to the
securities or any proposed transaction with you unless otherwise expressly agreed by us in writing.
The information, opinions and material in this document (i) are derived from sources that ICICI Bank believes to be reliable but
the reliability or accuracy of which have not been independently verified (ii) are given as part of ICICI Bank’s internal research
activity and not as manager of or adviser in relation to any assets or investments and no consideration has been given to the
particular needs of any recipient; and (iii) may contain forward looking statements, which may be materially affected by various
risk, uncertainties and other factors. The opinions contained in such material constitute the judgment of ICICI Bank in relation to
the matters which are the subject of such material as at the date of its publication, all of which are expressed without any
responsibility on ICICI Bank’s part and are subject to change without notice. ICICI Bank has no duty to update this document,
the opinions, factual or analytical data contained herein. ICICI Bank and/or its affiliates makes no representation as to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of any information contained herein or otherwise provided and hereby disclaim any liability
with regard to the same. The recipient of the information should take necessary steps as they deem necessary prior to placing
reliance upon it. Nothing contained in this publication shall constitute or be deemed to constitute an offer to sell/purchase or as an
invitation or solicitation to do so for any securities or financial products/ instruments of any entity.
This document is intended solely for customers of ICICI Bank and may contain proprietary, confidential or legally privileged
information. No part of this report may be copied, disseminated or redistributed by any recipient for any purpose without ICICI
Bank’s prior written consent. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient and has received this transmission in error,
please immediately notify ICICI Bank, Economic Research Group, E-mail: erg@icicibank.com or by telephone at +91-22-26537233 and delete this message from your system.
Please also note that ICICI Bank (including its branches, and affiliates) is unable to exercise control or ensure or
guarantee the integrity of/over the contents of the information contained in e-mail transmissions and / or
attachments and that any views expressed in this e-mail and / or attachments are not endorsed by/binding on
ICICI Bank. Before opening any attachments please check them for viruses and defects and please note that ICICI
Bank accepts no liability or responsibility for any damage caused by any virus that may be transmitted by this
email and/ or attachments thereto.
DISCLAIMER FOR DUBAI INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE (“DIFC”) CLIENTS:
This marketing material is distributed by ICICI Bank Limited., Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) Branch, a category 1
Authorized Firm and regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. This marketing material is intended to be issued,
distributed and/or offered to a limited number of investors who qualify as ‘Professional Clients’ pursuant to Rule 2.3.3 of the
DFSA Conduct of Business Rulebook, or where applicable a Market Counterparty only, and should not be referred to or relied
upon by Retail Clients and must not be relied upon by any person other than the original recipients and/or reproduced or used for
any other purpose.
DISCLOSURE FOR RESIDENTS IN THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (“UAE”):
Investors should note that any products mentioned in this document, any offering material related thereto and any interests therein
have not been approved or licensed by the UAE Central Bank or by any other relevant licensing authority in the UAE, and they
do not constitute a public offer of products in the UAE in accordance with the Commercial Companies Law, Federal Law No. 8
of 1984 (as amended) or otherwise.
DISCLOSURE FOR RESIDENTS IN HONGKONG
This document has been issued by ICICI Bank Limited in the conduct of its Hong Kong regulated business (i.e. type 1 license)
for the information of its institutional and professional investor (as defined by Securities and Future Ordinance (Chapter 571 of
Laws of Hong Kong) (the “SFO”)) customers; it is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail or individual investors
in Hong Kong. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents. This
document has not been reviewed, authorized or approved by any regulatory authority.
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ICICI Bank and/or its affiliates are full service financial institutions engaged in various activities which may include securities
trading, commercial and investment banking, financial advice, investment management, principal investment, hedging, financing
and brokerage activities. As a result, you should be aware that a conflict of interest may exist. In accordance with the regulatory
requirements and its own conflicts of interest policies, ICICI Bank has in place arrangements, internal policies and procedures to
manage conflicts of interest that arise between itself and its clients and between its different clients. Where it does not consider
that the arrangements under its conflicts of interest policies are sufficient to manage a particular conflict, it will inform you of the
nature of the conflict so that you can decide how to proceed.
DISCLOSURE FOR RESIDENTS IN SINGAPORE
ICICI Bank Limited, India (“ICICI India”) is incorporated under the laws of India and is regulated by the Reserve Bank of
India. ICICI Bank Limited, Singapore branch (“ICICI”) is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
As mentioned, ICICI India is regulated by the Reserve Bank of India. Hence, in relation to your dealing with ICICI India, you
understand that your interest will be subject to protection of local laws and regulations in India, which may offer different or
diminished protection than available under Singapore laws and regulations. You also understand that the Monetary Authority of
Singapore will be unable to compel the enforcement of the rules of the local regulators.
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